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Summary

We always said our industry would come
back when given opportunity, and it’s
certainly proved to be the case. Together
as a membership and an industry, with
our drive and dedication, we have met
challenges head on and delivered the
most awe-inspiring experiences. 

This annual report shows the finances
from 2021. And although impacted by the
pandemic, this year saw the association
team work on #WeMakeEvents and build
collaborations with other industry bodies
and government, whilst working closer
with our members than ever before. 

Traditionally, the annual report is a
retrospective document. However, we
have included elements of 2022 to
provide a snapshot of the association’s
current activities, along with a glance of
future projects in 2023. 
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Never has our industry or association been
tested as it was during 2020 and 2021. The
days of closures seem a long way away and
yet it was only a year ago that Omicron was
forcing another closure, but what a
comeback. Although the financials focus on
2021, this report outlines the activities of the
Association up to the present day and
beyond – none of which could have
continued without your ongoing
contribution and support. Thank you.

2022 has been a year of recovery, with a
fierce bounce-back felt across every part of
the entertainment technology industry. So, it
was no surprise when Live Nation announced
earlier this year that ticket sales for live
events were more popular than ever. 

It’s clear to see that the creators of live events
have lost none of their ambition too, from Ed
Sheeran’s ground-breaking world stadium
tour to the carbon neutral Commonwealth
Games. Despite numerous issues the industry
has faced, R&D and re-engineering of
products has been relentless, with much of
this on display at PLASA Show in September.

However, our industry still carries the weight
of the pandemic and there are still plenty of
issues to resolve before this burden is lifted.
As the leading trade association in the sector,
PLASA is uniquely positioned to assist with
this, with the ongoing support and
contribution from its members.   

I’m pleased to share that this work has
started, with a call for UK entertainment
technology companies to update their SIC
code and several panel discussions on staff
shortages

A word from
our chair

at PLASA Show in September. Not
forgetting the now all-too-familiar voice of
#WeMakeEvents which will continue to
fight for industry recognition.
 
Keep an eye out for PLASA’s upcoming
survey which will build upon the survey
and subsequent report released last winter.
I encourage all members to take a few
minutes to contribute. Capturing and
presenting new data is an important tool
when it comes to demonstrating the size
and importance of our industry in a
political forum, which in turn serves PLASA
members in a more targeted way. 

Finally, I invite you to get involved with
PLASA’s association activities. If you have
specialist knowledge or experience, or if
you see an issue that needs addressing,
please get involved and contact your
Membership Governing Body
representative, listed further in the report
on page 17.  They are there to represent
your interests, and PLASA’s doors are
always open. As PLASA Chair, I would like
to thank each and every one of you for your
support and commitment to PLASA and
our incredible industry – we are truly, world
class! 

Adam Blaxill
PLASA Chair
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you in 2021



Supporting you

PLASA Show returned
In September 2021, PLASA Show
was the first international trade
show in the UK to open its doors.
The success of this event was not
only about business, it also provided
a platform for people to reconnect
in person after the pandemic.
PLASA wishes to thank all the
exhibitors that made this possible. 

in the changing times

In the New Year of 2022, we hosted
a free webinar to help people apply
for the Arts Council Cultural
Recovery Fund. This was the third in
a series hosted by experts with a 
 track record of winning funding. 

Did you know that PLASA members can
watch every PLASA webinar on demand
and download our guidance documents
in the online Members Area? 

“Being able to meet industry friends again in person was truly
amazing and highlights the importance of the social
connections in our industry” – Glyn O'Donoghue, Managing
Director of Ambersphere, PLASA Business Premier Member
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https://www.plasa.org/members-area
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PLASA
& #WeMakeEvents collaboration

Read our statements 

DCMS
BEIS
DIT
LIVE
PSA
ALPD 

Keeping connected online

#WeMakeEvents continued to host
weekly Zoom calls, which often
featured guest speakers, including:

As Omicron emerged in Winter 2021,
PLASA and our members remained
key elements of the #WeMakeEvents
campaign to protect the live events
supply chain. 

Over the uncertain Christmas and
New Year period, we published
several statements calling for urgent  
government  recognition. 
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https://www.wemakeevents.com/news/
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Surveying
the global industry

In winter 2021, we re-assessed where
the live events sector stood with a
comprehensive survey. 

This was was translated into several
languages and completed by 1,948
people, demonstrating the unresolved
needs of many companies and
individuals. Please see page 10 for
details of a follow-up survey.

View the survey report

95%
 

of manufacturers
faced component

shortages

7/10
 experienced

skill shortages

52%
drop in 

full-time
freelancers

45%
of businesses
took on debt

"We have discovered through the
pandemic that, irrelevant of all the
amazing work and memories we create,
the only thing government understand
is monetary value. Consequently, this
research is an invaluable resource, as
our industry needs data to help us to
demonstrate to banking institutions,
along with government that although
there are challenges post pandemic,
there is no shortage of work, and we are
a good solid, viable, investment with
huge growth potential" – Andy
Dockerty, Managing Director for Adlib,
PLASA Business Premier Member6

https://www.plasa.org/plasa-wemakeevents-covid-survey-report-2022/
https://www.plasa.org/plasa-wemakeevents-covid-survey-report-2022/
https://www.plasa.org/plasa-wemakeevents-covid-survey-report-2022/
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Update your

Find out more

Standardised Industry Classification
codes (SIC codes) are an effective way
of increasing the economic value and
visibility of a sector. By using industry-
specific codes, we are more likely to
gain government recognition.

“If there’s one thing you can do today to
make a difference to our industry, it is to
update your industry SIC code now to
90020” – Bryan Raven, Manging Director
for White Light Ltd, PLASA Business
Premier Member

SIC code

Which SIC code should you use?

PLASA collaborated with other
industry organisations to publish a
short list of SIC codes which we
recommend you use, specifically:

90020: Support activities to
performing arts. 
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NRC & NRAG
celebrate milestones

More about skills

The National Rigging Advisory Group
has promoted the importance of safety
and rigour in entertainment rigging for
17 years. And the widely recognised
National Rigging Certificate recently
turned 15 years old, demonstrating the
effectiveness of the certification model
and the complexity of the profession. 

National Event Lifting Training also
goes from strength to strength, with
centres now in Bolton, Stevenage
and Northern Ireland. Furthermore,
we are working with international
collaborators to take NELT overseas. 

The NRC is now slowly expanding
internationally, with Italy recently
celebrating the assessment of the
first NRC Level 3 Rigging
supervisors, in preparation to open
an NRC assessment centre. 

“The NRAG celebrates 17 years! It’s an
amazing forum for rigging companies,
individuals, and venues to meet and
collectively share expertise and drive
consensus. It helps strengthen
entertainment rigging as a profession
and sector” – Sean Pagel, Company
Director for PSI,  NRAG Chair

"We are delighted to work with PLASA to implement the NRC in Italy, to help provide a
recognised standard and an international certification for our Italian riggers" – Fabio Fila,
Health & Safety Manager – RETE for Doc Servizi Soc.Coop, PLASA Business Premier
Member 
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https://www.plasa.org/rigging-production/
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International
growth and recovery

Meet the Brits with DIT and LDI

This year, we partnered with the
Department of International Trade
(DIT) to help companies debut at
LDi in Las Vegas as part of the new
‘Meet the Brits’ initiative.

New industry research
Following on from our in-depth
report in 2021, we have published a
follow-up survey. We invite you to
contribute by 20 November.

“The Department of International Trade (DIT) is delighted to be workng
with PLASA to help UK companies explore the US market. It’s an exciting
collaboration which will pave the way for future joint initiatives at key
international events” – Richard Parry,  Head of Experience Economy,
Creative, Lifestyle and learning | Global Trade and Investment for the
Department for International Trade

"Throughout the pandemic, the need for data was clear. We will continue to conduct
research as its essential to truly understand the industry and best serve our members.
Working with a member working group, we will not only present a new impact survey for
2022, we also plan to run shorter polls throughout the year to gauge the business challenges
members are facing and how members are responding to new policies, legislation, and
current affairs" – Nicky Greet, PLASA Director for Membership, Skills & Technical

Take the survey now
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https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/plasa-survey-2022
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/plasa-survey-2022


BikeFest

What began as a small fundraising bike ride to raise awareness for mental
health, has grown into an international annual event! BikeFest sees a team
of industry professionals cycle towards PLASA Show in London, and now
towards ISE in Barcelona.

goes global 

With a variety of routes to suit all
abilities, the inclusive bike rides not
only raise funds for colleagues in need,
they have proved a fantastic way to
foster friendships and camaraderie
across the industry. We next hit the
road in Spain from 27-29 January 2023. 

Sign up for BikeFest

"I can’t express enough the camaraderie and strength of friendships you make
through this event, whilst raising vital funds for our industry charities. I was not a
regular cyclist before, but this experience truly pushed me outside my comfort
zone and has given me the confidence to go the extra mile and to never give up
when confronting business or life’s challenges – thank you BikeFest!" – Andrew
Bishop, Founder of Bishop Sound Ltd, PLASA Small Business Member
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Over
£4,000
raised

https://www.wemakeevents.com/bikefest/
https://www.wemakeevents.com/bikefest/


Setting the stage
in London & Leeds

Leeds 22
2,072

London
attendees

5,428

Leeds
attendees

2,072

As an important commercial division
of PLASA, our events help make the
association activities possible. With
your support, PLASA Show is showing
continued growth following the
pandemic. 

PLASA Show 2023
       3-5 September, Olympia London
PLASA Focus Leeds 2023
       9-10 May, Royal Armouries

Visit the shows
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"This year’s PLASA Show delivered three
uplifting days of high-calibre visitors. The buzz,
vibrancy and magic of PLASA Show was
definitely felt by all that attended and is what
makes this show so special" – Theresa Gibson,
Head of Marketing for Robe UK, PLASA
Premier Business Member

https://www.plasa.org/trade-shows/
https://www.plasa.org/trade-shows/


Leading reads
for the global industry

LSi 
readers

17,441

Read L&SARead LSi

Thanks to a dedicated team and
loyal readership, LSi and L&SA
continue to serve the industry all
year round, delivering page-turning
features, in-depth case studies, and
daily news bulletins. LSi remains the
only industry title to be ABC audited
and is read in 190 countries, while
L&SA reports from the forefront of
the US. 

 Market leader
for over

35 yrs

"LSi has been an important media partner for us for years. Our cooperation is
characterised by mutual respect, openness, flexibility and the knowledge of being close to
our target group" – Elisa Posteraro, Ext. Public Relation and Media Manager for Adam
Hall Group, PLASA Business Premier Member
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http://www.lightingandsoundamerica.com/digital
http://www.lightingandsoundamerica.com/digital
https://www.lsionline.com/
http://www.lightingandsoundamerica.com/digital
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Learning
alongside each other

"As a manufacturer, for us PlugFest is an invaluable
event in the calendar, allowing us to come together
to test new and current products against a range of
other equipment. It is also a time to reflect on what
we have been working on. It provides opportunities
for expert support, troubleshooting, experimenting,
and learning about new technologies. This all
enables interoperability and builds connections
with all those involved in this essential specialism " 
– Thierry Dupont, Customer Service Manager for
Robert Juliat France

Book your ticket
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New skills products 
PLASA is in the early stages of reviewing the scope of new skills products. It’s

your association, so let us know of any topics that are of interest to you.

PlugFest 2023
PlugFest is set to return to Lille, France from 7-9 March
2023. The European event brings together lighting
manufacturers, engineers, and technicians from across
the continent to test the interoperability of products
and learn about protocols. 

Get in touch

https://www.plasa.org/plugfest/
https://www.plasa.org/contact/
https://www.plasa.org/contact/
https://www.plasa.org/plugfest/
https://www.plasa.org/contact/


Connecting members
to resources that matter

Member services and benefits
PLASA Members have access to
a range of business services and
benefits. These are continuously
reviewed to suit your needs. So,
please get in touch with any
ideas of how we could help you
and the rest of our members.

See your benefits

Member Business Forums 
Our Member Business Forums will return in 2023,
creating a space for members to get together and
share information. All members are welcome, so
keep an eye out for dates and locations. 

"PLASA's Member Business Forums are a valuable
opportunity for like-minded businesses to get together,
seek advice and share solutions, as well as gain knowledge
from our expert presenters. I encourage all members to
participate in the coming year" – Koy Neminathan, Sales
Director for Avolites and Manufacturer Representative
for the PLASA Membership Governing Body
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https://www.plasa.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/PLASA-Membership-Pack-Brochure.pdf
https://www.plasa.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/PLASA-Membership-Pack-Brochure.pdf
https://www.plasa.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/PLASA-Membership-Pack-Brochure.pdf


Meet the PLASA
Membership Governing Body

Matt Lloyd
Vice Chair

Mark Surtees
Treasurer

Ed Pagett
Non Executive Director

Koy Neminathan
Manufacturer

Representative

Dave Crump
Rental & Production

Representative

Andy Lewis
Distributor

Representative

Ollie Jeffery
Venues

Representative

Rachel Nicholson
Educational &
Organisational
Representative

Jerry Singleton
Professional Services

Representative

Ed Manwaring
Individual

Representative

We are currently conducting the annual elections for our Membership
Governing Body. Voting is under way and we look forward to announcing
the new representatives in the New Year. With their mix of skills and
experience, the MGB represents the interests of members and helps to drive
the industry forward.

Adam Blaxill
Chair
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Get in touch with your representative directly or email membership@plasa.org

mailto:membership@plasa.org


The power of collaboration
This year has proved the importance of cross-industry support. Here
are some of the organisations we have collaborated with… 

EcoDesign 
& RoHS
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https://www.afial.net/en/
https://www.abtt.org.uk/
https://www.backuptech.uk/
https://bectu.org.uk/
https://www.beirg.org/
https://www.bsigroup.com/en-GB/
https://www.businessvisitsandeventspartnership.com/
https://www.wemakeevents.com/
https://www.musicsupport.org/
https://www.plasa.org/nrag/
https://www.plasa.org/plugfest/
https://www.pearle.eu/
https://www.cbi.org.uk/
https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/department-for-international-trade
https://www.thepowerofevents.org/
https://world-etf.org/
https://www.thealpd.org.uk/
https://www.cencenelec.eu/about-cen/
https://www.cencenelec.eu/
https://www.psa.org.uk/
https://www.plasa.org/ecodesign-updates/
https://www.plasa.org/ecodesign-updates/
https://www.plasa.org/ecodesign-updates/


A word from
our MD
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We made it through the most challenging
of years. 2021 proved to be a year of
extremes – from lockdowns to a more
sustained freedom, allowing us all to return
to what we do best. Live events are back,
once again demonstrating the importance
of our industry and the impact it has on
happiness. 

In 2021, PLASA Show was ‘first out of the
blocks’ in that it was the first show to go
ahead post-pandemic. The show was
hailed a success as it provided a platform
for people to meet up, get together, share,
laugh and start to feel a sense of freedom –
not forgetting that plans were made and
business was done, and it paved the way
for 2022.

It’s not all a bed of roses as we recognise
the ongoing challenges – whether it’s a
supply issue, the huge migration of skills 

and experience exiting our sector, the
impact of Brexit, or the wellbeing of what is
now a very stretched workforce.

#WeMakeEvents continues to be very
much a part of what we do, working on all
the above as well as helping the
Government understand who we are and
what we do –  not just the financial value
across several other sectors as well as our
own, but in maintaining our position as
world leaders in the planning and delivery
of events. The #WeMakeEvents team has
remained committed and focused on these
issues; thank you to all those who have
supported this campaign.

Within PLASA, we are putting the financial
gains of this year’s event and media sales
back into strengthening our membership
services. Thank you for all your continued
support for media products and
exhibitions, this really does make a huge
difference for your association. 

Finally, as we plan for 2022 we look forward
with optimism and energy to drive through
change and modernisation for the
association, and to keep up with the work
done throughout the Covid period. You too
can help – we’re stronger together, so I
invite you to get involved with your
association.

Peter Heath
Managing Director, PLASA
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 2021 Accounts

Membership
Membership income increased 4% to
£255,738 despite having discounted the
fees by 25% in 2020/21 to help the
membership during covid. 
PLASA Events
With Covid restrictions still in place, PLASA
Focus Leeds 2021 was unable to take place
in May, but PLASA London 2021 did make a
successful come back in September and
was one of the first exhibitions to take
place post-covid. 
PLASA Media UK
2021 saw Media turnover fall by a 33% to
£294,992. The ongoing effect of the
pandemic on the sector was reflected in
the marketing spend of long-term
supporters of LSi. Savings on printing and
postage costs implemented in 2020
helped achieve a Gross Profit of £56,715
compared to £139,325 in 2020.
PLASA Media USA
PLASA Media Inc turnover fell 24% to
£540,918. Whilst costs were reduced where
possible, the US didn’t have a furlough
equivalent to help with staff costs. As a
result, a gross loss of £56,715 was incurred,
compared to a gross profit of £55,680 in
2020. 
General
Flexi-furlough was taken advantage of up
until Summer 2021. The UK staff head
count had fallen from 20 in March 2020
down to 12 in June 2021, and then
increased to 13 with the recruitment of a
sales manager in September 2021.

Administration Costs
Adjusting for the one-off initial investment
for the #WeMakeEvents campaign in 2020
of £89,000, administration costs fell 10% to
£537,003. This was achieved in several areas
including membership and skills. 
Establishment Costs
Having given up the lease on the offices in
Manhattan, savings were achieved of nearly
£66,000. This saving saw establishment
costs fall from £94,843 to £28,946. This
doesn’t include the rental income of
£18,027 from the Eastbourne office, which
is reported under other income.
Financial
Bad debt write-offs and provisions in 2020
amounted to nearly £40,000. Adjusting for
these financial costs, 2021 is on a par with
2020.
Interest Paid
Interest paid on one of the two Coronavirus
Business Interruption Loans (CBILS) 
 amounted to £1,768. The interest on the
second loan didn’t start until 2022. 
Balance Sheet
With the ongoing impact of the pandemic
in January 2021, an additional CBILS loan
was taken out by PLASA Media Ltd for
£200,000. At the year-end, the balance on
this and an equivalent loan taken out by
PLASA Events Ltd amounted to £380,000.
Cash at the year-end amounted to
£620,529. The loss incurred during 2021 of
£174,898 reduced the net worth of the
organisation by 20%, down to £798,857.

Owing to existing prudent financial policies, the organisation was able to ride
out the downturn due to the pandemic, and be in a position to help both its

members and the industry recover and come back stronger.

The future
2022 has seen successful events take place in Leeds and London and the organisation has

returned to a profitable position. 



 569,895

483,379

306,667

 798,857

£

 580,920
 41,225

 622,145

 
 376,159
 56,586

 620,529
 1,053,274

 973,755
(174,898)

 798,857

£

 597,597
 49,306

 646,903

 
338,151
60,986

619,085
1,018,222

 1,502,965
(529,210)

 973,755

 511,370

506,852

180,000

 973,755

Our Financials
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Professional Lighting and Sound Association, Professional Lighting and
Sound Association Limited, PLASA Media Limited, PLASA Events Limited and

PLASA Media Inc 
 

Combined Accounts for the year ended 
 

31 December 2021 

Reserves

Fixed assets

Current assets

Current liabilities

Creditors

Net current assets

Creditors Due after more than one year

Total assets less current liabilities

Combined Balance Sheet
For the year ended 31 December 2021

2020
£

Freehold Property
Equipment 

Debtors
Loan to ESTA
Cash at bank and in hand

Profit and loss reserves brought forward
Loss for the year

£

£

2021
£



Financials (continued)
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Income

Expenses

Cost of sales

Gross profit/(loss)

Net (loss)/profit before taxation

Taxation

Net (loss)/profit after taxation

Membership
PLASA Events
PLASA Media
PLASA Media Inc
Other

PLASA Events
PLASA Media
PLASA Media Inc
Other

Membership
PLASA Events
PLASA Media
PLASA Media Inc
Other

Administrative
Establishment
Financial
Depreciation
Interest paid
Interest received

542,559
238,277
597,173

-

255,738
133,003

56,715
(56,255)
55,140 

537,003
28,946
26,674
25,393 

3,301
(20)

444,341 

 (176,956)

2,058

(174,898)

255,738
675,562
294,992
540,918

55,140

1,822,350

1,378,009 

£

150,428
301,332
653,528

-

245,474
(144,928)

139,325
55,680
49,172 

689,144
94,853
67,124

27,940 
-

(52)

245,474
5,500

440,657
709,208

49,172

1,450,011

344,723 

(534,286)

(5,076)

(529,210)

1,105,288 

Combined Profit and Loss Account
For the year ended 31 December 2021

2021 
££

2020 
££

621,297 879,009

£



Professional Lighting and Sound Association, 
Professional Lighting and Sound Association Limited, 
PLASA Media Limited, PLASA Events Limited 
and PLASA Media Inc 

The Association's accounts have in all material respects, been prepared from the
underlying accounting records, and have been prepared in accordance with UK
Accounting Standards. 

The statutory accounts for the companies incorporated in the UK, have been
prepared from their respective underlying accounting records and in
accordance with the requirements of the Companies Act 2006. 

The accounts for PLASA Media Inc, a company incorporated in the United States
of America, have in all material respects, been prepared from the underlying
accounting records and in support of the US Corporate Tax return.

OBC The Accountants Limited
Chartered Accountants 
2 Upperton Gardens 
Eastbourne 
BN21 2AH 

Dated: 31 October 2022

Clients Approval 

We approve the Extract of Accounts and confirm that they contain a summary of the
whole of the combined business transactions during the period shown.

Adam Blaxill - Chairman Mark Surtees - Treasurer

We report that we have satisfied ourselves that the financial information set out in the
attached Combined Accounts for the year ended 31 December 2021 has been correctly
extracted from the individual accounts of the respective companies. 

We also confirm that on the basis of our examination work and the explanations given to us,
in our opinion: 
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Dated: 31 October 2022 Dated: 31 October 2022

Accountant's Report - Combined Accounts



Thank you
PLASA would like to extend a thank
you for your continued support



Stay in touch
www.plasa.org
info@plasa.org
+44 (0)1323 524 120

https://www.facebook.com/PLASAshow
https://www.instagram.com/plasaonline/
https://twitter.com/PlasaOnline
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmj88NbkGBNzTsJXoQtDijA
https://www.linkedin.com/company/748715/admin/
https://www.plasa.org/
mailto:info@plasa.org

